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When sanitary emergencies occur at aquaculture facilities, staff must be ready to react effectively.
Therefore, a contingency plan that describes the steps and timing the staff needs to follow has to be
included in each facility’s biosecurity strategy. The objective of this plan is to recover production in the
minimum time possible, at the minimum cost and with minimum disruption. The e�ciency of this
contingency plan is linked to a rapid initial response and effective implementation of biosecurity
measures.

The contingency plan will depend on whether the pathogen or disease detected is exotic or endemic to
the facility, its potential economic impacts and whether there is the intent to eradicate it from the
facility.

The three options available in the case of a sanitary emergency are treatment, which only applies in the
cases of bacterial or fungal infections; slaughtering of the population, in the case of severe exotic
pathogens; or continued production under strict internal biosecurity control, as in the case of endemic
diseases.

Flag system
One of the �rst stages in a sanitary emergency is to create awareness. Staff should be informed of the
situation and act in accordance with the contingency plan. To provide awareness, a �ag system could
be established at the affected site.

The observation of clinical signs of disease calls for swift segregation
of affected animals and ongoing histological and PCR monitoring.
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(https://link.chtbl.com/aquapod)

This �ag system could, for example, use three different colors: green to report normal operations, yellow
to indicate the detection of pathogens and red to indicate the presence of clinical signs or mortality.
This �ag code and proposed actions are summarized in Table 1. Every member of the staff needs to be
well aware of the appropriate actions when problems are identi�ed. This training should, of course, be
done before emergencies occur.

Alday, Flag color codes, Table 1

Decision making
Before deciding whether to treat, slaughter or continue production, several parameters need to be
evaluated. These include the status of historical records and records of the current sanitary situation,
whether the emergency is due to the detection of a pathogen or the expression of disease by that
pathogen, the potential severity of the disease, shrimp size and mortality pattern. The economic
situation of the company and current shrimp market value are additional factors.

Exotic pathogens
Table 2 presents recommended decisions in the case of the detection or expression of disease by an
exotic pathogen or a pathogen that affects broodstock. The presence of most of the systemic
pathogens that cause high mortality requires elimination of the population. The detection of infectious
hypodermal and hematopoietic necrosis virus (IHHNV) in broodstock would require screening infected

Flag
Color Meaning, Suggested Action

Green Flag Normal status, no pathogen or disease detection.

Yellow Flag Regular practices with normal movement of vehicles and staff.

Yellow Flag Detection of a pathogen/infection by polymerase chain reaction (PCR, very light or light positive), but no
clinical signs or disease outbreak observed.

Red Flag Disease involving clinical signs/mortality or suspicion of a disease outbreak (PCR strong/medium positive)
or histology positive.

Red Flag

Allocation of personnel to monitor the strict implementation of biosecurity measures. 
De�nition of buffer compartments.

Isolation of affected and buffer compartments through further restrictions on the movement of staff,
vehicles, etc.

Histology monitoring of the affected stock and PCR monitoring of buffer zones.

Table 1. Flag color codes in a biosecurity plan.

https://link.chtbl.com/aquapod
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animals out of the system, while if it is detected in ponds, waiting to evaluate shrimp performance
would be the recommended option. However, rearing infected animals may perpetuate infection within
a facility.

Alday, Decision making for the detection of exotic
pathogens, Table 2

Enteric viruses such as hematopancreatic virus (HPV), monodon baculovirus (MBV), baculovirus penaei
(B.P.) and baculoviral midgut gland necrosis (BMNV) can be screened out with washing and
disinfection of eggs and nauplii. These pathogens are likely to affect growth but unlikely to cause a
disease outbreak.

Non-exotic pathogens
The criteria for deciding to harvest or slaughter in the case of non-exotic diseases depends on shrimp
size and mortality pattern. These can be analyzed using the matrix in Table 3. Doubt arises when
mortality is light in small animals or slow in large animals.

Alday, Criteria to decide whether to do an emergency
harvest, Table 3

Pathogen Detection Disease Outbreak

WSSV Eliminate Eliminate

YHV Eliminate Eliminate

TSV Eliminate Eliminate

IMNV Eliminate Eliminate

B.P. Disinfect –

MBV Disinfect –

HPV Disinfect –

IHHNV Screen out in broodstock Wait and see

Streptococcus Eliminate Eliminate

Table 2. Decision making for the detection of exotic pathogens or pathogens affecting broodstock.

Condition Shrimp, < 15 g Shrimp, > 15 g

Heavy mortality Slaughter Harvest (biosecurity risk)

Light or slow mortality Slaughter or continue? Harvest or continue?

Table 3. Criteria to decide whether to do an emergency harvest or slaughter shrimp after a mortality episode.
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Harvesting is a high-risk activity regardless of the health status of the shrimp, even more so in the case
of an emergency harvest. Close supervision by biosecurity personnel is required, and special emphasis
should be placed on the collection of organisms using a mesh bag at pond discharge points, thorough
disinfection of the harvest site and equipment, and safe transportation of the product to the processing
plant.

Reporting chain
Reporting of mortality, clinical signs, abnormal behavior or positive laboratory results needs to be as
e�cient as possible. This requires a chain of reporting as short as possible with immediate
communication.

Simulation exercises
A simulation exercise applying the contingency plan should be organized if there has been no need to
test it. Periodic testing exercises of a disease outbreak should be carried out to test the e�cacy of the
response. The contingency plan should also specify:

Diagnostic procedures and, in the case of an exotic disease, the diagnostic con�rmation
Reporting procedures
Instructions for sanitary slaughtering
Instructions for shrimp handling and disposal in case of mortality or sanitary slaughtering
Instructions for the movement of staff, vehicles and animals
Instructions for the establishment of positive and buffer compartments
Disinfection procedures
Fallowing procedures.

Editor’s Note: Part I of this article, which ran in the July/August Advocate, focused on the criteria and
steps involved in establishing biosecurity plans.

(Editor’s Note: This article was originally published in the November/December 2010 print edition of the
Global Aquaculture Advocate.)
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